Control of inspiratory duration in premature infants.
We used single-breath mechanical loads and airway occlusions in premature infants to determine whether maturation influences the reflex control of inspiratory duration. We measured flow, volume, airway pressure, and surface diaphragmatic electromyogram (EMG) in 10 healthy preterm infants [33 +/- 1 (SD) wk gestation], 2-7 days of age. Three resistive and two elastic loads and occlusions were applied to the inspiratory outlet of a two-way respiratory valve. Application of all loads resulted in inspired volumes significantly decreased from control (P less than 0.001), and these decreases were progressive with increasing loads. Inspiratory duration (TI) was prolonged from control by all loads and occlusions when measured from the diaphragmatic EMG (neural TI) and by all but the smaller elastic load when measured from the flow tracing (mechanical TI). Similar decreases in inspired volume at the end of neural TI produced by application of both elastic and resistive loads resulted in comparable prolongation of neural TI. In contrast, for comparable volume decrements, resistive loading prolonged mechanical TI more than elastic loading (P less than 0.001). Mechanical and neural TI values of the breath after the loaded breath were unchanged from control values. Comparison of the neural volume-timing relationship in premature infants with our data in full-term infants suggests that the strength of the timing response to similar relative decrements in inspired volume is comparable. We conclude that reflex control of neural TI in premature infants depends on the magnitude of inspired volume and is independent of the volume trajectory.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)